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December 2016 Quick Draw Express Lift (SC-008) Incident  

Report of Investigation   

 

This report complies with sections 25-5-704(b) and 25-5-715(4) of the Colorado Revised Statutes 
(“C.R.S.”) and the Colorado Passenger Tramway Safety Board Rule 23.3, which require a “report of 
investigation” following an incident “when a death or injury results from a possible malfunction of a 
passenger tramway.”1 This report provides an overview of the Colorado Passenger Tramway Safety 
Board and details the incident, the investigation, and the findings of the Board.    

 

Overview of the Colorado Passenger Tramway Safety Board 

Colorado law established the Colorado Passenger Tramway Safety Board (“Board”) to assist in 
safeguarding the life, health, property, and welfare of this state through its licensure, inspection and 
regulation of passenger tramways.  Since the establishment of the Board in 1965, there have been 
seven lift related fatalities as a result of three incidents in Colorado.2    

To meet its objective of safeguarding the public, the legislature placed the primary responsibility for 
design, construction, maintenance, operation, and inspection for passenger tramways with area 
operators, while empowering the Board to prevent unnecessary mechanical hazards in the operation of 
passenger tramways, and to assure reasonable design and construction, accepted safety devices and 
sufficient personnel, and that periodic inspections and adjustments are made which are deemed 
essential to the safe operation of passenger tramways. See §§ 25-5-701 and 705, C.R.S.   Toward this 
end, the Board is authorized to issue licenses, collect fees, receive complaints, conduct investigations, 
prosecute or enjoin persons violating the Passenger Tramway Safety Act, hold hearings, impose 
discipline on area operators for such violations, establish technical and safety committees, and 
promulgate such rules as may be necessary and proper to carry out  the provisions of the Passenger 
Tramway Safety Act, including the use of the standards found in the American National Standard for 
Passenger Ropeways-Aerial Tramways and Aerial Lifts, Surface Lifts, Tows, and Conveyors-Safety 
Requirements, as promulgated by the American National Standards Institute (“ANSI standards”). § 25-5-
704 (a), C.R.S.     

A public passenger tramway shall not be operated in the state of Colorado unless licensed by the 
Board. § 25-5-709(2), C.R.S.  All lifts in Colorado must be licensed annually prior to the operating 
season. §§ 25-5-711, 712, and 713, C.R.S.  Prior to annual licensure, each Colorado lift must be 
inspected by Board inspection engineers3 to confirm no unreasonable safety hazard exists, and to 
confirm that the lift is in reasonable compliance with the current ANSI B77.1 Standard, the Passenger 
Tramway Safety Act and Board Rules. § 25-5-712, C.R.S.   The Board inspector conducts a visual and 
audible inspection of: all safety systems and functions of the lift; functionality of all drive systems; 
brake systems; speed controls; stops and tower safety systems, and any other lift specific systems, 
including records and other documents.  Board Rule 22.4.  Once the inspection is complete, the Board 
inspector provides a list of the deficiencies observed during the inspection that must be addressed 
prior to licensure of the lift.  Board Rule 22.4.4.  The area operator must certify that these deficiencies 

                                                           
1 This report was prepared in furtherance of the Board’s duty to investigate and report as set forth in §§25-5-704(b) and 25-5-

715(4), C.R.S. and Board Rule 23.3, and does not, in and of itself, resolve any pending disciplinary complaints before the Board. 
 
2 Colorado Tramway related fatalities occurred in 1976-four fatalities as a result of a cable incident; in 1985- two fatalities as a 
result of a bullwheel failure; and, the 2016 fatality that is the subject of this investigation. 
 
3 Board Inspection Engineers are required to be licensed as professional engineers in the state of Colorado pursuant to §25-5-

702(5), C.R.S., and Board Rule 22.5.  
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have been addressed before the lift is licensed for public operation.  Board Rule 20.2.  When the 
inspector finds deficiencies that may be a risk to public safety, “the inspector shall issue an immediate 
report to the Board for appropriate investigation and order” pursuant to section § 25-5-715(5), C.R.S., 
and Board Rule 22.4.5.  

In addition to the annual pre-licensure inspection, the Board inspectors conduct unannounced 
operational inspections during each operating season of the year. § 25-5-715, C.R.S., and Board Rule 
22.3.2. These inspections focus on operational issues and confirm that deficiencies noted in the annual 
inspection have been corrected and that the lift is being maintained and operated in a safe 
manner.  Board Rule 1.1.  

Further, the Board must approve and inspect any major modification to a lift. § 25-5-710, C.R.S.  Prior 
to major modifications4 of any lift, licensees are required to submit documentation that includes a 
verification statement that the design is in compliance with the applicable rules.  The submission must 
also include a proposed acceptance test procedure to demonstrate the modification meets applicable 
rules and standards.  Board Rule 21.3.7.  A Board Inspector must be present during the acceptance 
test.  Board Rule 21.3.11.  Upon successful completion of the test, the area must submit additional 
documents confirming that the modification was installed according to the original proposal.  After all 
documentation has been reviewed, the Board may issue a license to allow public operation of the lift.  

 

The Incident-Quick Draw Express Lift at Granby Ranch Ski Area 

Description of the Incident 

On the morning of December 29, 2016, three skiers boarded the Quick Draw Express Lift (SC-008) 
(“QDE”) at the Granby Ranch Ski Area in Granby, Colorado.  As their carrier (Carrier 58) approached 
Tower 5, the carrier swung excessively and struck Tower 5.  The three skiers were ejected from Carrier 
58 and fell to the snow surface.  Granby Police Department confirmed that one passenger was fatally 
injured and the two other passengers were seriously injured.  No other injuries were reported.  The lift 
was evacuated with the electric prime mover.  

Description of Lift 

The QDE is a detachable quad lift built in 1999 by Leitner Lifts (See attachment B).  The lift has a slope 
length of 4,360 feet and a vertical rise of 837 feet with 14 towers and a line gauge of seventeen feet 
five inches (17’-5”).  The lift’s ultimate design capacity is 2,400 passengers per hour at the design 
speed of 1,100 feet per minute (ft./min.) in a clockwise rotation, but the current tested capacity is 
1,800 passengers per hour.   

The top fixed drive chairlift uses an Electric Prime Mover consisting of 500 horsepower (“hp”) electric 
motor through a Sew Eurodrive gearbox.  The Diesel Prime Mover is a Cummins N14-P475 engine 
utilizing 475 hp through the same gearbox.  The Evacuation Engine is a Cummins B5 9P-152 engine 
utilizing 152 hp through a torque converter and a belted connection to the same gearbox. 

The original electronic drive controls were a Control Techniques drive with a Leitner low voltage 
system utilizing a Pilz “Programmable Logic Controller” (“PLC”).  Until the new drive was installed in 
December 2016, there had been no major electrical changes since the lift’s construction.  

The tension system is a single hydraulic cylinder used in a compression application, or “push” style 
design on the return bullwheel at the bottom terminal.  The hydraulic controls are also located on the 
carriage at the bottom terminal. 

                                                           
4
 A Major tramway modification is defined as: an alteration of the current design of the tramway which results in: 

a change in the design speed of the system; a change in the rated capacity by changing the number of carriers, spacing of 
carriers, or load capacity of carriers; a change in the path of the rope; any change in the type of brakes and/or backstop devices 
or components thereof; a change in the structural arrangements; a change in power or type of prime mover or auxiliary engine; 
or, a change to control system logic.  Board Rule 1.2.4.3. 
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The haul cable consists of a 6x25 Redaelli rope with a plastic core.  The rope has not been shortened 
from the original installation and the rope has stretched such that the tension carriage is near its 
fullest extent, requiring a re-splice to shorten the cable in the near future. 

The chairlift has 67 four-passenger carriers, Leitner model SA4-99 using a Leitner grip model LA48-95. 
The grip is a two-spring, non-over center, style coil spring grip. 
 

INVESTIGATION 

The Investigation of this matter commenced on December 29, 2016, the date of the incident, and 
preliminarily5 concluded March 30, 2017.  The investigation included the assembly of an investigation 
team, a review of the QDE lift history, licensure and inspections, extensive on-site testing of the QDE, 
witness interviews/review of statements, and review of the information from the data logger. 

Initial Board Assessment and Assembly of Investigation Team   

Immediately following the incident, Area representatives evacuated the lift and closed the lift for 
public operation.  The Granby Ski Patrol was the first to respond to the scene at 10:55 a.m., and 
contacted the Granby Police Department, who arrived at approximately 12:05 p.m.  The Area then 
notified the Board Supervisory Tramway Engineer (“STE”).  Both the Granby Ski Patrol and Granby 
Police Department assisted in taking witness statements as the lift was evacuated with the primary 
drive (See attachment K).  The weather was partly cloudy and the temperature was 30 degrees with 
wind less than five miles per hour (“mph”).  Area maintenance personnel preserved the lift’s recorded 
drive performance data from the time of the incident.  

The STE arrived from Denver at 1:30 p.m. on the day of the incident to coordinate the 
investigation.  The STE assembled an investigation team of four licensed professional engineers with 
extensive tramway engineering experience.   

The investigative team included:   

1. Lawrence Smith, P.E. – Board STE (40*) 
Responsible for overseeing the investigation 

2. Thomas LaVenture, P.E. – Board inspecting engineer (30*) 
Responsible for technical support and documentation 

3. Bruce Allen, P.E. – Board inspecting engineer (20*) 
Contributing technical support via telephone 

4. Charles Peterson, P.E. – Independent consultant (41*) 
Responsible for directing investigation and report development 

 
Others present during the investigation included:  

1. Jamie Bunch, P.E. – Tramway Engineer (40*) 
2. Jim Fletcher, P.E. – Tramway Engineer (40*) 
3. Josef Gmuender, P.E. – Consultant (30*) 
4. Rod Stocking – Senior lift technician for Leitner/Poma (40*) 
5. Ski Granby Ranch managers and lift maintenance personnel 
6. Granby Police Department 

 
*Years of experience in the aerial ropeway industry 

 
 
 

                                                           
5 Due to the unprecedented nature of this dynamic occurrence, continued investigation/analysis of this event will likely continue 

for years.   
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Review of Quick Draw Express Licensure and Inspections 

The QDE lift at Ski Granby Ranch (the “Area”) has been licensed to operate since December 9, 
1999.  During that time, the lift was inspected annually for both its licensing and unannounced 
operational inspections. During its 18 years of operation, there have been no reported incidents 
attributed to unstable lift dynamics. 

The summer operational inspection of the QDE was conducted on August 7, 2016, by Board Inspector, 
Bruce Allen, P.E.  The report (See attachment C) noted a deficiency related to the incorrect labeling of 
a tower test switch on the control panel. In their August 13, 2016, response to the deficiency (See 
attachment M), the Area reported that the deficiency was corrected.    

In early December 2016, the electrical controls of the QDE were modified per the “Notice of 
Installation” received by the Board office in October of 2016 (See attachment D).  The modification did 
not change the existing manufacturer supplied low voltage control system.  The Engineer of Record for 
the modification was Joe Gmuender, P.E.  The installation and drive setup was performed by Ed 
Thompson of Electramic Associates. 

The modifications to the QDE lift included: 

1. Replacement of the original 1999 Control Techniques digital DC drive with an ABB DCS-800 
digital DC drive; 

2. Addition of an interface controller between existing low voltage controls and the new DC 
drive.  The interface controller adds safety functions for both electric and auxiliary operation; 

3. Fine-tuning to set parameters in the new drive that controls how the drive interacts with the 
electric motor that drives the lift; and, 

4. Routine major maintenance of the electrical motor by the Area (off site - See attachment F). 

The acceptance testing for the drive modification was conducted on December 5, 2016, by Board 
Inspector, Bruce Allen, P.E.  The test included the verification that the new drive was capable of 
accelerating a fully loaded lift to design speed.  Per ANSI Standard B77.1-2011, the test procedure (See 
attachment G) requires the lift be loaded with 110% passenger weight on the up-going line.  Containers 
of water were utilized to simulate the passenger weight.  The lift was driven backwards a minimum of 
three times during testing to keep the loaded carriers on the heavy side and non-run loaded carriers 
through the terminals.  During the multiple acceleration tests, neither Inspector Allen nor any of the 
personnel (See attachment E - “Personnel attending”) who witnessed the test reported any unusual 
rope dynamics. 

The annual licensing inspection for the QDE lift was completed by Inspector Allen, on December 5 and 
8, 2016, concurrent with the new drive acceptance test.  The Inspection Report dated December 12, 
2016, noted a deficiency regarding the need to submit to the Board a software security procedure and 
additional as-built documentation of the modification.  The Area submitted a report to the Board on 
December 14, 2016, correcting the deficiency (See attachment H). 

In addition to the aforementioned deficiency, Inspector Allen noted a comment on the Inspection 
Report.  A comment is not a deficiency of the required standards, but rather a way of informing the 
Area of a specific item that may need attention in the future.  Inspector Allen noted “The new motor 
drive’s proof of torque circuit is not able to maintain static torque or forward motion on a start with a 
loaded lift due to the proprietary nature of the existing control system and brake control module.  A 
very slight rollback does occur on all loaded lift starts, and should be rectified when the new control 
system is installed in 2017.”  Inspector Allen further noted the proof of torque complied with the ANSI 
B77.1 requirement 3.1.2.6(b) and the ANSI “proof of torque” requirement (See attachment I).  The 
comment was reviewed by the investigative team and since it is unrelated to dynamic effects on the 
lift, it was not considered relevant to the incident or investigation.  

The Area submitted all of the required documents (See attachment E) for the modification and testing 
of the new drive and the lift was licensed on December 15, 2016, following the December 5 and 8, 2016  
inspection and review of the December 12, 2016 Acceptance Test Report. 
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The investigative team also reviewed the initial Acceptance Test Report dated December 12, 2016,  
from the December 5 and 8, 2016 inspection (See attachment G).  In the case of a lift modification such 
as this, the design engineer Joe Gmuender, P.E., is responsible for the programming, adjustments and 
fine-tuning subject to the modification.  The Board inspecting engineers are not responsible for review 
of particular programmed settings such as drive parameters, but observe the test procedure to verify 
performance complies with the Board Rule 21.3.11 and the ANSI B77.1-2011 Standard.  The 
investigative team found no deficiencies, unusual dynamics, or anomalies in the December 12, 2016 
Acceptance Test Report. 
 
Witness Statements 

The investigative team reviewed the witness statements gathered by the Granby Police Department 
and the Granby Ranch Ski Patrol for information. In addition, the investigative team was notified of a 
post to the Area’s “Facebook” page regarding QDE operations on a day prior to the incident.  These 
statements provided a wealth of knowledge to allow the investigation team to get a better picture of 
the dynamics as the incident unfolded and possible indications of input variables into the cause of the 
incident (See Attachment K). 

The statements allowed the investigation team to deduce the loaded characteristics of the three 
loaded carriers ahead of the incident chair and four chairs back.  Witness statements indicate Carrier 
58 was the lightest loaded carrier in the grouping of affected carriers. 

The witness statements also tell of Carrier 58 swing beginning at Tower 4 and continuing to increase 
until contact was made at Tower 5.  The statements also indicate the amount of carrier swing of the 
other nearby carriers. 

Witness statements also verified that there was no outside influence of energy, i.e. wind, tree contact 
or other force inducing additional energies into the cable system, and indicated there was no passenger 
misconduct. 

One specific witness comment regarding the noticeable increase in dynamic cable movement during 
the first 10 days of this season was further investigated by the STE.  According to the witness, the line 
was much more dynamic than in the previous 10 years they had been skiing at this area. During that 
visit, these observations were reported to area representatives.  The witness further stated the 
dynamics occurred along the entire line. 

Several witness statements allege multiple stops immediately prior to the incident.  However, the 
computer data logger does not show those stops.  It was later understood with testing that those 
perceived “stops” were actual changes in speed of the cable and gave the passengers the impression 
that the chairlift had momentarily stopped, indicating additional dynamic movement in the chairlift. 

All the information gathered from the witness statements allowed the investigation team a better 
understanding of the overall situation surrounding Carrier 58’s contact with Tower 5. 

Site Investigation   

The site investigation and testing were conducted by the investigation team from December 29, 2016 
to January 5, 2017.   

The major components of the lift were inspected and found to be within industry standards and 
complied with Board Rules and ANSI B77.1-2011 Standard.   The investigative team verified that the 
Carrier 58 contacted the Tower 5 tube.  The marking on the Tower 5 tube was consistent with marks on 
the outside surface of the Carrier 58 bail.  In addition, there were matching marks on the grip rollers 
and the outside flange of the lead-in sheave.  The tensioning system was tested and found to be 
functional with an expected amount of carriage movement under varying loading conditions.  

While the investigation team was unable to recreate events exactly as they occurred on the date of the 
incident, the investigation was able to reasonably simulate the variables present at the time of the 
incident.  To begin the testing, the empty lift was operated at various speeds with multiple changes of 
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speed.  During one of the tests, there was some instability in certain carriers as they passed over and 
uphill of Tower 12.  No other indications of instability were observed.  The investigative team noted 
that Carrier 58 was removed from the line following the incident.   The gap left by this missing carrier 
was slowly closing as the carriers were automatically repositioned in the terminal to be a uniform 
distance apart.  The carriers are spaced in the upper terminal to be a pre-set distance apart based on 
67 carriers on line.  As with all detachable lifts, there is a gap that remains in the line between Carrier 
67 and Carrier 1 during normal operation.  

Carriers 55 through 63 (without Carrier 58) were loaded to simulate the estimated weight of passengers 
as described in the witness statements.  The eight loaded carriers were positioned on the down-going 
line at the lower terminal.  The lift was started and accelerated without noticeable carrier movement 
at Tower 5.  After repositioning the loaded carriers to the same starting location of the previous test, 
the lift was again accelerated to design speed and given a random series of speed change 
commands.  There was significant carrier movement between Towers 2 and 4, but little movement 
near Tower 5.  However, carrier swing between Towers 3 and 4 became so violent that the test was 
stopped before the lift was damaged.  After load repositioning, the test was repeated with rapid speed 
changes and yielded similar results.  Tests were suspended for the day. 

On January 2, 2017, there was a meeting of all parties to be involved in additional testing.  After 
lengthy discussions, the investigation team agreed the tuning within the newly installed drive was a 
probable contributor to the observed carrier instability.  The investigative team inspected the new 
electronic drive.  While reviewing the new electric drive parameters, it was noted that one particular 
setting of the speed controller’s Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) parameters, TiS, was set outside 
of the expected range. 

When the lift is operating under electrical power, the lift motor converts electrical energy into 
mechanical energy to accelerate the lift, and converts mechanical energy into electrical energy to 
decelerate (slow down) the lift.  The electrical energy is managed by the electronic “drive”.  The PID 
portion of the speed regulator controls the motor speed based on the measured real-time motor speed, 
and the motor speed command.  When a new motor drive is installed, the motor drive PID parameters 
must be programmed based upon the overall mechanical and electrical properties of the individual ski 
lift.  The desired end result of programming the speed controller PID parameters is to have smooth 
acceleration and deceleration, a constant steady state speed, and minimal speed overshoot.  Also, the 
PID must not overreact to disturbances such as a change in speed command or a change in load.  If the 
PID does overreact, the torque applied to the drive bullwheel can cause line dynamics or surging.  

The investigation team noted another drive setting of interest.  The deceleration time (“DecTime1”) 
was set at 6.5 seconds.  The DecTime1 makes the lift decelerate rapidly from “fast” to “slow.”  The 
investigation team developed a new test procedure to verify the hypothesis that these important 
variables (TiS and DecTime1) could have contributed to the carrier instability.  A series of six tests 
were developed to determine the effect of increasing the TiS and DecTime1 parameter values to more 

traditional values6 used for detachable chairlifts.   

The testing continued on January 3, 2017, with the same loaded carrier configuration as used 
previously.  The weather had changed to include a light snow and temperatures ranging between three 
and five degrees Fahrenheit during the testing with winds less than five mph.  The test procedure 
called for the lift to be operated in the same sequence of speed changes used on the previous tests 
that resulted in instability.  The test procedure that produced the dramatic carrier swing the previous 
day was muted on the second day of testing due to decrease in temperature.  However, the same type 
of carrier swing was evident at the lower terminal.  The team monitored the speed and current at the 

                                                           
6 The ANSI Standard is a “performance” standard, meaning that the standards do not include specific parameter settings, but 

looks at the performance of the drive parameters so that the entire drive complies with the ANSI requirements of 
acceleration/deceleration, stops and starts.  The parameter “traditional values” or “typical settings” are those which are 
utilized by a large proportion of other drive installers and ski lift manufacturers in the ski lift industry. 
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upper drive terminal.  The team observed that increasing the TiS parameter to a typical setting did 
indeed remove a vast majority of the instability as observed at lower terminal and on the drive display 
screen at the top terminal.  In addition, the investigative team observed that setting a larger 
deceleration time (DecTim1 changed to 10 seconds) also resulted in decreased torque and carrier 
dynamics.  Following the extensive testing, the investigative team notified the Area that the new 
electronic drive was unsafe for public operation.  The STE further opined that the lift would be safe for 
public operation using the Diesel Prime Mover since the Diesel Prime Mover operates independent of 
the electronic drive.  

The Board met on January 9, 2017, to review the initial findings of the investigation team. The Board 
agreed to allow the Area to reopen the QDE lift under a Non-Disciplinary Interim Operation Agreement 
(“Agreement”) requiring the Area operate the lift under the power of the Diesel Prime Mover as long as 
there was no interface between the modified drive and control of the lift.  In addition, Area personnel 
had to monitor the lift to watch for any unusual lift dynamics and report any unusual dynamics to the 

Board.  The lift was reopened to the public under this Agreement on January 10, 2017. 

On January 18, 2017, the Area personnel contacted the STE when acceleration drive faults occurred 
with the Diesel Prime Mover.  The acceleration rate of the empty lift at times was exceeding the 2.0 
feet per second squared (“fps2) limit allowed by the ANSI B77.1 Standard (ANSI 3.1.2.4). 

The STE arrived on site the following morning, January 19, 2017, prior to normal daily operations and 
observed the acceleration faults and some indications of lift instability.  The initial slow speed setting 
of the diesel was reduced and resulted in the acceleration rate being reduced, and within the required 
ANSI B77.1 Standard (ANSI 3.1.2.4).  Following this adjustment, however, the lift began having “parity 
faults” when the lift was started.  This fault is an indication that the return bullwheel had rotated in 
the reverse direction as determined by the encoder that is mounted on the PTO sheaves at the lower 
terminal.  The STE recommended that the Area close the lift pending further investigation.  The Area 
voluntarily closed the QDE lift for public use through an agreement with the Board, on January 19, 
2017.  

The STE investigated the dynamic response of the lift.  Upon further testing, the STE found that the 
high deceleration for the diesel and a quick restart was contributing to carrier instability of the 
lift.  The dynamic effects experienced during all speed changes was greatly reduced when there was a 
time delay between any stops or changes in speed.  This time delay allowed the lift dynamic energy to 
naturally decay and the lift to become steady before adjusting the speed or starting.  When a slow 
command is initiated, the lift must go to that speed and remain there for a minimum of 15 seconds 
before a fast command can be actuated.  Also, the STE found that when the lift comes to a stop as a 
result of pressing the stop button, if the STE imposed a 15 second delay before the lift could be 
restarted, the dynamic energy decayed allowing the lift to steady.  After additional testing, the STE 
recommended that the lift was safe for public operation if the deceleration rate was below the ANSI 
B77.1 requirement of 5.0 fps2 and there was a time delay after a speed change.    

After the Board reviewed initial findings of the diesel shutdown, the Area signed an Amended Non-
Disciplinary Interim Operation Agreement (“Amended Agreement”) with the Board that required the 
Area to “take appropriate measures to mechanically modify the lift to stabilize and remove the 
dynamics from the lift.”  The Area contacted Leitner/Poma to complete the modifications to the 
lift.  Leitner/Poma increased the tested time delay between speed changes from 15 seconds to 30 
seconds.  Following the modification, the STE and Board Inspector Chris Hale, P.E., inspected and 
tested the lift with multiple load case scenarios, including the eight chairs loaded to simulate the 
December 29, 2016 incident.  The STE and Inspector Hale observed no lift dynamics.  Based on the 
inspection, the Board permitted the Area to reopen the lift for public operation, in accordance with 
the terms of the Amended Agreement, on January 27, 2017.  The terms of this Amended Agreement 
required reduced speed and Area monitoring of the line. The Area operated QDE under the terms of 
this Amended Agreement through April 2, 2017, the date the lift closed for the season (See attachment 
L). 
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Review of Data Logger 
 
On March 30, 2017, a member of the investigation team re-visited the site to gather more information 
from the lift’s data logger, and to confirm measurements of several components of the line equipment 
and tension cylinder.  The lift is equipped with a data logger which records every fault and produces a 
line graph of the motor current and lift speed for every start and stop since the QDE lift was installed 
in 1999.  The investigative team reviewed the data to determine the role of the motor drive and lift 
operator in the incident.  On the day of the incident, Record 38 of the data logger shows that the QDE 
lift accelerating to a “Fast,” the lift’s maximum licensed design speed, and the motor current 
waveform shows strong oscillations of 400 to 500 amperes (“amps”) with roughly a four second 
oscillation period. The on-site team only observed current oscillations of this magnitude during testing 
when commanding an increase in speed while the lift was in a deceleration or motor drive regeneration 
mode.  The current oscillations indicate that the operator had not allowed the QDE lift to reach its 
steady state speed before commanding a Fast.  Record 38 further documents a Tower 5 derail fault 
when Carrier 58 struck Tower 5 and the lift decelerated to a stop.   
 

Findings  

The investigation team assembled by the STE included seven Licensed Professional Engineers with 
combined ropeway experience of over 250 years.  After reviewing the physical evidence, the 
investigation team found that Carrier 58 collided with Tower 5 at an approximate 40 degree angle from 
horizontal.  Witness statements verified that the passengers were ejected from Carrier 58 when it 
swung and hit Tower 5.  The investigation confirms there was no passenger misconduct on the lift, 
Carrier 58 did not collide with any external fixtures to cause it to swing into Tower 5 and the weather 
conditions were not a factor.  No one on the investigative team has ever witnessed or heard of a 
similar event.  Likewise, literature does not describe such an event.  

At this stage of the analysis, the investigation team was able to isolate the two main contributing 
factors to the incident.  In addition, the investigation team identified multiple factors that may have 
also contributed to the incident.  The investigation team is in agreement that the lift should not be 
operated for public use using any of the primary electric motor drive system that was modified, 

repaired or replaced.   

The investigation team found the following factors contributed to this event: 

Contributing Factors: 

1. Drive Modification. The testing confirmed two of the drive parameters may have created pulses 
of energy that could explain the rope instability.  The first parameter was the TiS parameter 
with the PID part of the speed controller.  During testing the TiS was increased from the setting 

of 97 to 3200.  The amount of lift dynamics was significantly reduced with the higher value.  

The second drive parameter (“Speed Filter Time” ABB 50.06) that was evaluated directly 
influences the actual lift speed measured by the drive.  At the time of the incident, it was set 
at 50 milliseconds (“ms”) compared to a more typical setting of 5 ms.  It is probable that the 
combined effect of this setting along with the TiS setting may have resulted in the drive trying 
to respond too aggressively to lift demands when changing from “Fast” to “Slow” and back to 
“Fast” again.  With the Speed Filter Time at 50 ms, the motor speed measurements may lag 
behind when conditions are changing rapidly.  In this case, the drive may over-react because it 

does not detect that the motor is keeping up with corrections.  

2. Influence of Speed Changes.  Unstable lift dynamics could only be re-created by making rapid 
changes in the lift speed with the newly installed drive.  Many of the witness statements 
mention multiple changes of lift speed that occurred just prior to the incident.  According to 
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the operator, he did not remember making any speed change prior to the incident.   Although 
the data logger does not record speed changes, there is supporting evidence indicating that 
rapid and significant accelerations/decelerations of the lift occurred immediately prior to the 
incident. Given the information provided by the data logger, the investigation team believes a 
speed change occurred immediately prior to the incident. 

 
The investigation team found the following factors may have contributed to this event: 
 
Potential Contributing Factors 

 
1. Control System Complexity. The new drive was the first major modification made to the lift’s 

electrical control system since installed in 1999. The new ABB DCS-800 drive replaced the 
original Control Techniques drive.  The new drive required an interface with the original 
Pilz/Leitner control system, which also controls the regulated service brake application.  At 
this stage of the analysis, it has not been possible to confirm that the interface was made 
correctly due to the proprietary nature of the original Pilz programming. 

  
2. Control Board Replacement. Maintenance personnel reported that in February 2016, one of the 

control boards in the old DC drive was replaced.  After the control board was installed, there 
appears to have been a period where the lift operated with speed/current graph showing signs 
of motor current instability similar to that seen during the testing.  The graphs indicate that 
the drive was tuned within a week and the instability was reduced. 

 
3. Electric Motor Encoder Possible Damage. During the reinstallation of the rebuilt electric motor, 

the motor had an internal lead that was not bolted down.  Upon energizing the motor, the 
unbolted lead resulted in a catastrophic failure of the main electrical circuit breaker.  The 
company that rebuilt the motor was consulted and came on site to make repairs to the electric 
motor.  The rebuild and re-installation of the electric motor occurred while the old drive was 
still in place but prior to public operation in the fall of 2016.  Without a complete analysis of 
the electric motor and encoder, the possible connection or contribution is unknown. 
 

4. Unknown Second Electrical Cycle.  The data logs show a consistent low energy pulse into the 
system at about a 3.7 second interval for the past 18 years.  The timing is not speed 
dependent.  The source or significance of this “noise” has not been determined.  
 

5. Tension System Verification.  Rope stability is directly related to tension.  A single hydraulic 
cylinder is used in a “push” style application and is near full extension.  It is possible the 
cylinder may be “binding” due to the full extension and not operating consistently to maintain 
constant rope tension.  Any binding of the cylinder could affect the overall rope 
tension.  Detailed forensic testing of the tension system and the hydraulic cylinder would be 
required to determine if the cylinder is binding and operating correctly when fully extended 
and the significance to the incident OR a statement that it is determined that it could/would 
be of little/considerable/no significance.  
 

6. Natural Instability of the Profile.  The incident was highly unusual in that the dramatic rope 
and carrier instability appears to be somewhat localized between Towers 3 and 5. There 
appears to have been a very unique combination of rope tension, carrier spacing, tower spans, 
tower height, carrier loading and natural carrier movement that led to the transverse carrier 
swing that resulted in Carrier 58 hitting Tower 5.  Carriers 57 and 58 were relatively lightly 
loaded with one adult and two children each amongst several fully loaded Carriers 55, 56, 59 
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and 60. Both Carriers 57 and 58 experienced excessive carrier swing prior to the collision of 
Carrier 58.  Further analysis is required to determine the influence of each of these variables.   
 

7. Natural Harmonic Response of the Haul Rope.  Fast/Slow speed commands by the operator in 
rapid succession along with oscillating bullwheel torque from the selected tuning of the drive 
combined to excite the natural harmonics in the lower spans of the lift.  These factors resulted 
in excessive carrier swing leading to the collision at Tower 5.  

 
The rope position is primarily controlled by the tower sheave wheels at the end of each 
span.  The suspended carriers can swing on all three axes to create transverse displacement of 
the rope which must be converted back to the longitudinal rope energy at the tower sheave 
wheels or otherwise be absorbed by the towers and/or carriers. Tower 5 being relatively tall 
and more flexible may not have been able to absorb much of the translational 
energy.  Standing transverse wave patterns occur in suspended cables with defined harmonics. 

 

Conclusions 

The purpose of the investigation was to comply with sections 25-5-704(b) and 25-5-715(4), C.R.S., and 
Board Rule 23.3 that require an investigation be conducted “when a death or injury results from a 

possible malfunction of a passenger tramway.” 

Ropeway, or lift, malfunctions resulting in casualties are extremely rare.  The incident that occurred 
on December 29, 2016 at Granby Ranch was unprecedented.  Although many factors may have 
combined to amplify the effect of the rope instability leading to Carrier 58 colliding with Tower 5, as 
outlined above, the performance of the new drive is considered to be the primary cause of the 
incident. 

Electronic drives are not manufactured specific to ropeways.  In fact, the same drive may be used in 
hundreds of other industries from paper mills and food processing to gravel quarries. In addition, each 
lift is a one-of-a-kind, unique in its design, terrain, vertical profile, length, tower spacing, tower 
sheaves, carrier spacing, and type of carrier-detachable or fixed grip.  As a result, there are no 
“standard” settings for the drive, but rather a recommended range of settings for the drive to power a 
lift.  The purpose of “tuning,” or “fine-tuning,” a drive during installation is to find the right 
combination of drive parameter settings to optimize the lift performance under operational 
conditions.  It appears the new drive was not comprehensively tuned to this particular lift during 

installation.   

It is the conclusion of the investigation team that the selected tuning of the drive combined with the 
natural harmonics of the lift system, along with rapid speed changes, caused the rope instability 
resulting in Carrier 58 contacting Tower 5.  The selected tuning of the drive resulted in oscillations of 
the drive bullwheel torque.  The rapid periodic changing of the applied torque caused rope instability 
(surging) that was amplified by the natural lift dynamics.  This rope surging is greatest near the bottom 
terminal where the tension is lowest. In this case, the maximum instability (rapid speed change) 
appears to have occurred as the lightly loaded Carrier 58 approached Tower 5.  Witness statements 
confirmed that the carrier was swinging as it approached the tower.  The combination of rapidly 
changing rope speed amplified the lateral swing to the point that the carrier struck Tower 5.  The data 
logger provides supporting evidence for this conclusion (See attachment J). 

The investigation team deemed the drive unsafe for public operation and the lift was powered by the 
Diesel Prime Mover from the time of the incident until the end of the ski season in accordance with the 
aforementioned Agreements designed by the Board to ensure public safety.  However, the investigation 
team remains steadfast in its opinion that the existing configuration of the electronic drive and the 

original, pre-modified low-voltage control system were unsafe for public operation. 
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To completely understand how the relationship of all the variables converged to produce this large and 
unusual dynamic event, a detailed technical analysis would need to be completed to address those 
items that may have contributed to the amplification of the rope instability.  By using the historic drive 
performance data from the data logger compared to the lift performance during and at the completion 
of the testing, and lengthy extensive testing and monitoring of all variables, a better understanding of 
the relationship of the multiple variables may explain in greater detail the effects of each variable in 
the creation of the dynamic events.  Unfortunately, given the lengthy testing and analyses required 
and the depth of the analyses of the resulting data, that examination is beyond the scope of this 
investigation and is better suited to an academic environment. 
 
Moving forward, the STE, with the assistance of the investigation team, notes the following suggested 
action items, above and beyond what current national and industry standards require, to ensure 
optimal public safety on Colorado passenger tramways.  These action items will be addressed through 
Board subcommittees working in conjunction with ANSI, and include but are not limited to: 
 

1. Tuning a drive.  The current standards for acceptance testing only simulate an empty or a fully 
loaded lift.  The primary purpose of the test is to confirm that the lift can accelerate a loaded 
lift with the primary and secondary drives from stop to full speed within a certain time. Moving 
forward, each of the controlling PID parameters in the drive must be adjusted to the optimum 
values for the correct response under multiple loading conditions.  
 
Currently the drive parameters must be submitted to the Board as part of the testing 
documentation. Consideration should be given to whether the drive parameters are tested and 
optimized under operational conditions. It is recommended that all drive parameters be 
submitted to the Board after they have been tuned by a qualified person.  
 

2. Acceptance testing. Current industry standard acceptance testing verifies all the drive systems 
are able to pull the full load.  Because the quality of the drive components has evolved, so 
must the acceptance testing.  Given the occurrence of dynamics noted in this incident, current 
acceptance test procedures need to be revisited with consideration given to the development 
of new procedures.  It is also recommended that the acceptance test procedure include a 
grouping of loaded carriers. The dynamic actions of the carrier grouping should be observed 
under multiple speed changes issued as fast as the software will allow. The dynamic action of 
the cable should be observed in the longer spans in the area of the lowest tension.  Lifts with 
downhill capacity should be tested to confirm stability with the maximum allowable downhill 
load. Example: New loading scenarios of carrier groupings at less than 110% load with empty 
carriers mixed in under multiple speed variations. Consideration should be given to whether 
personnel should be required along the line for visual confirmation of carrier swing. 
 

3. Speed change time delay/Speed command delay. Delays need to be included in all speed 
change commands to allow the cable to come to the desired speed for a certain length of time 
to stabilize dynamics before another speed change can begin. It is recommended that each lift 
is tested during the licensing inspections to confirm the appropriate time delay between speed 
changes on all Prime Mover drive systems.  
 

4. Stop time delay/Stop command delay. A delay needs to be included in all stop commands to 
allow the cable to remain stationary for a certain length of time to stabilize dynamics before 
the cable begins to move again. It is recommended that each lift is tested during the licensing 
inspections to confirm the appropriate time delay after each stop on all Prime Mover drive 
systems. 
 

5. Monitor return bullwheel parameter. Under constant operation, the rotational speed of both 
terminal bullwheels should be the same within normal lift dynamics. If there is a variation in 
the two speeds, there are possible dynamic instabilities. Both bullwheel speeds are currently 
being monitored on many new lifts. It is recommended that if the lift has such capabilities, 
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that any rapid variations in either bullwheel speed be monitored. If either bullwheel speed 
changes in an unacceptable manner, the issue should be addressed prior to continued operation 
of the lift to the public.  
 

6. Analog Drive Modifications. Analog drives may react differently to speed control changes than a 
digital drive. Review requirements for the design engineer to take into consideration when an 
analog drive is replaced with a digital drive, to include the dynamic response of the lift, and 
other considerations. 
 

7. Potential drive modification conflicts. Many of the electrical controls of upgraded lifts are 
monitored and adjusted by multiple subsystems. Most of these subsystems are software 
protected by the manufacturer of the system.  It can be difficult to determine if there is any 
conflict between subsystems when one part of the control system is upgraded. It is 
recommended that the design engineer take into consideration any existing systems that could 
conflict with the modification.  
 

8. Acceleration/Deceleration and overspeed monitoring. In the 2006 ANSI Standard, ANSI changed 
the requirement of these monitoring systems to be located on the cable allowing the 
monitoring of the cable whether it was driven by the Electric Prime Mover or Diesel Prime 
Mover. The requirement was also added to all new and relocated fixed grip chairlifts built after 
2006. 

 
In older fixed grip chairlifts prior to 2006, if monitoring was included, it was usually found in 
the Electric Motor Drive.  After 2006, almost all drive controller manufacturers no longer 
included these monitoring systems in the Electric Motor Drive. 

 
Most existing fixed grip ropeways currently do not have these functions monitored as they were 
built prior to 2006. The Board currently requires this monitoring be added to fixed grips during 
major modifications of the Electric Motor Drive. 
 
The result of adding these functions on the cable of earlier ropeways means that it is possible 
to monitor and evaluate the acceleration/deceleration and overspeed of Diesel Prime Movers. 

 
Most analog diesel controllers are setup to accelerate the ropeway when the lift is fully loaded 
with a single acceleration curve. When the lift is empty, that same acceleration curve is 
followed and can result in a faster acceleration than allowed by the ANSI Standard. 

 
Considerations: 

 
a.  Add to ALL drive upgrades the testing of the Diesel Prime Mover to the 

Acceptance Testing to verify ANSI compliance and possibly the review of 
recently changed drives to be retested for diesel compliance. 

 
b.  Review the ANSI Standard for this acceleration rate as it applies to analog Diesel 

Prime Movers and consider revisions to either the rate or method of testing. 
 

c.   Consider “retesting” the existing chairlifts that have had drive modifications and 
did NOT test the diesel drive with the new acceleration/deceleration and 
overspeed monitoring. 

 
d.  Electric motor drive instability detection. Given the results of the testing following 

the December 29, 2016 incident,  there may be parameters and electronic drive 
feedback that have the possibility of being used for indications of drive 
instability.  Investigate developing new test tools for electronic drives to allow 
better monitoring of the drive parameters and drive stability. 
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9. Tuning an Electronic Drive and Licensure.  Address the licensing aspect of “fine tuning” a drive, 
including the consideration of issuing a “temporary” license until the tuning is complete and 
signed off by a P.E.  Another issue for board consideration includes the appropriate load for 
“fine-tuning” a drive.  
 

10. “Black Box” Recording Device.  Consider requiring a “black box” recording device for all aerial 
lifts for data collection of stops, starts, speed changes and any parameters that have 
significant dynamic effects on the haul cable. 

 
Appendices: 
 
A – Lift Photos 
B – Lift Data Sheet 
C – Summer Inspection Report 
D – Notice of Modification 
E – Modification Paperwork 
F – Electric Motor Rebuild Information 
G – Acceptance Test for Modification 
H – Licensing Response Letter from Granby 
I –  ANSI B77.1 3.1.2.6 Brakes Requirement 
J – Computer Recorded Stop Printouts 
K – Witness Statements 
L – Amended Non-Disciplinary Interim Operation Agreement 
M – Summer Inspection Response 
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COLORADO PASSENGER TRAMWAY SAFETY BOARD

LIFT EQUIPMENT DATA SHEET        SC-008

MANUFACTURER: LEITNER AREA ID: SC

YEAR INSTALLED 1999 ENTRY DATE: 6/18/99

LIFT NAME: Quick Draw Express

OLD AREA ID:

YEAR RELOCATED:

LIFT MODEL: SA4C

LIFT CODE: 314

CAPACITY (PRES): 1800

CAPACITY (INT): 1800

CAPACITY (ULT): 2400

SPEED: 1100

OVERHAULING: ROH

LINE GAUGE: 17 5

VERTICAL RISE: 837

HORIZONTAL LENGTH: 4298

SLOPE LENGTH: 4386

CARRIER SPACING 146.7

LOAD INTERVAL: 8

DRIVE LOCATION: T

TENSION LOCATION: B

ROTATION: CW

DOWNHILL LOAD: 50%CARRIER No.: 67

MAX UPHILL 
ROPE ANGLE: 22.5

DRIVE BW DIA: 13.78

DRIVE BW MFG: LEITNER

GEARBOX MFG: LEITNER

GEARBOX MDL: KSS5 AB/FL/Vleft

GEARBOX RATIO: 59.81

SECONDARY RED. MFG: SEW EURODRIVE

SECONDARY RED. MDL: R137

SECONDARY RED. RATIO: 5.15

MAIN DRV. LINE CONN: U SHAFT

DRV. LINE MFG:

DRV. LINE MDL:

DRV. LINE RATIO:

DRIVE 'B' (GAS/D/ELEC): DIESEL

DRIVE 'B' MFG: CUMMINS

DRIVE 'B' MDL: N14-P475

DRIVE 'B'  HP: 475

DRIVE 'B' (TC/FC): TORQUE CONV.

DRIVE 'B' LINE CONN: U SHAFT

DRIVE 'B' FUEL TANK: EXT. TANK/DAY TANK

DRIVE 'C' (GAS/D/ELEC): DIESEL

DRIVE 'C' MFG: CUMMINS

DRIVE 'C' MDL: B5.9P-152

DRIVE 'C' HP: 152

DRIVE 'C' (TC/FC): TORQUE CONV.

DRIVE 'C' LINE CONN: V-BELT

DRIVE 'C' FUEL TANK: ENGINE MOUNTED

HAUL ROPE DIA: 40

HAUL ROPE SPECS: 6x25 FW Black

NOMINAL BREAK: 93.3

CALC SF: 5.6

HROPE MFG: REDAELLI

HROPEWGHT: 4.03

LIFT DESCRIPTION: DETACH. QUAD CHAIR

LICENSEE: Ski Granby Ranch

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

FT. IN.

PPH

FT.

FT.

FT.

SEC.

FT.

CARRIERS (OR %) 

( FPM / MPS )

ROPE  SPECIFICATIONS

TONS

DRIVE EQUIPMENT

( FT/M )

LBS./FT.

DRIVE 'A' ( PRIME MOVER )

DRIVE 'B' ( PRIME MOVER )

DRIVE 'C' ( EVACUATION DRIVE )

MAIN HAUL ROPE

DRV. LINE RATIO:

DRV. LINE RATIO: 1:1

DRIVE 'B'  (FT/EVAC):

DRIVE 'C'  (FT/EVAC):

MAIN DRIVE  (ELEC/GAS/DIESEL): ELECTRIC

PPH

PPH

PUBLIC LAND: USFSACTIVE LIFT: YES

LIFT ID: SC-008

LAST UPDATE: 12/12/16

Page: 1



COLORADO PASSENGER TRAMWAY SAFETY BOARD

LIFT EQUIPMENT DATA SHEET        SC-008

SERVICE BRAKE: LEITNER Electro Mechanical

DRIVE TRAIN BACKSTOP: NO

DRIVE SHEAVE BRAKE: LEITNER FE 100

ROLLBACK DEVICE: LEITNER FE 100

OVERSPEED 110%: MOTOR ENCODER

OVERSPEED 115%: ROPE ENCODER

BRAKE TEST TORQUE: 25% OF MOTOR CURR

DRIVE MFG: ABB

AC OR DC: DC

MODEL: DCS800

YEAR MFG: 2016

CONTROLER 
(SCR/DRUM/SOFT START, 
VFD, FULL VOLTAGE): SCR

ELECTRIC MTR MFG: GE

ELECTRIC MTR MDL: CD 5010 AY

ELECTRIC MTR RPM: 1750

ELECTRIC MTR HP: 500

CONTROL MFG: LEITNER

MODEL:

YEAR MFG: 1999

ANTICOLLISION MFG: LEITNER

ANTICOLLISION YR MFG: 1999

PLC CONTROLED (Y/N): YES

DEROPEMENT CIRCUIT #1 
(RPD,BRITTLE BAR,WIRE..):

RPD

BRITLE BAR

NO. OF TOWERS: 14 SHEAVE TRAIN MFG: LEITNER

SHEAVE TRAIN MDL: 460

SHEAVE LINER: RUBBER

CARRIER MFG: LEITNER

CARRIER MDL: SA4-99

CARRIER YR MFG: 1999

TOTAL WEIGHT 
CARRIER,GRIP,HANGER): 474

RESTBAR ( Y/N ): YES

FOOTREST ( Y/N ): YE

GRIP MFG: LEITNER

GRIP MDL: LA48-95

GRIP YR MFG: 1999

GRIP SPRING TYPE: COIL SPRING

GRIP SPRING QTY: 2

GRIP SLIP TEST: 1325

TOTAL TENSION FORCE: 40465

CWT ROPE MFG:

CWT ROPE SPEC:

CWT ROPE SF:

REEVE:

CWT MATERIAL:

No. OF CYLINDERS:

NOMINAL PRESSURE: 805

MAXIMUM PRESSURE: 925

MINIMUM PRESSURE: 680

CYLINDER BORE:

ROD DIA:

BRAKING SYSTEMS

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

DRIVE SYSTEM

CONTROL SYSTEM

TOWERS, GRIPS, LINE EQUIPMENT, CARRIER

LINE EQUIPMENT, CARRIERS

GRIPS

TENSIONING EQUIPMENT

DEROPEMENT CIRCUIT #2 
(RPD,BRITTLE BAR,WIRE..):

LBS. 

LBS. 

LBS. 

LBS. 

LBS. 

LBS. 

TOWERS

CARRIERS

REGEN DRIVE: YES

RATIO:

TOP TENSION: LBS. BOTTOM TENSION: LBS. 

Page: 2
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Changed Parameter List

Lift: Quickdraw Express Color Code: Default

Area: Granby Ranch CO Set by autotune

Drive: ABB DCS800-S02-1200-05-b Parameters not listed are set at factory default

Ser No: 6748406C16243117

Rev: 1 As Installed

Date: 12/6/2016

Index Name Value Note Index Name Value Note

99 Start-up data 21 Start / stop

9902 M1NomVolt 500 2102 Off1Mode RampStop

9903 M1NomCur 781 2103 StopMode RampStop

9904 M1BaseSpeed 1750 2104 E StopMode CoastStop

9910 NomMainsVolt 480 2110 FlyStart FlyingStart

9911 M1NomFieldCur 8.25 2116 MainContCtrlMode On

9912 M1UsedFexType Fex-425-Int 2118 FldHeatSel NotUsed

10 Start/Stop Select 22 Speed Ramp

1001 CommandSel Local I/O 2201 AccTime1 30

1002 Direction DI4 2202 DecTime1 6.5

1003 reset D 6 24 Speed Control

1006 MotFanAck NotUsed 2403 KpS (p part speed contr 12

1008 Off2 DI2 2409 TiS (I part speed control 97

1009 E Stop NotUsed 30 Fault Functions

1015 OnOff1 DI7 3009 ArmOvrCurLev 150%

1016 Start/Stop Command DI7 3012 M1 FldMinTrip 90%

1020 ConvFanAck NotUsed 3013 M1FldOvrCurLev 110%

1021 MainContAck DI3 3016 M1 Overspeed 1751

11 Speed Reference Inputs 31 Motor 1 Temperature

1102 Ref1Mux Close 3108 M1KlixonSel NotUsed

1103 Ref1Sel AI1 34 Panel Display

13 Analog Inputs 3401 Display Par1 Select 103 SpeedActEnc

1301 AI1HighVal 10000 (speed cmd) 42 Brake Control

1302 AI1LowVal 0 4201 M1BrakeCtrl on

1303 ConvModeAI1 0-10 v uni 4203 M1BrakeRefDly 0

1304 FiltAI1 0 4207 M1StrtTorqRefSel start torque ref

1305 AI2HighVal 10000 (not used) 4208 StrtTorqRef 20%

1306 AI2LowVal 0 43 Current control

1307 ConvModeAI2 +/-10V Bi 4306 M1KpArmCur 0.14

1308 FiltAI2 4307 M1TiArmCur 33

1309 AI3HighVal 10000 (not used) 4308 M1DiscontCurLim 51.38

1310 AI3LowVal 0 4309 M1ArmL 0.47

1311 ConvModeAI3 +/-10V Bi 4310 M1ArmR 14

1312 FiltAI3 4314 RevDelay 15 ms

1313 AI4HighVal 10000 (not used) 44 Field Excitation

1314 AI4LowVal 0 4401 Field Ctrl Mode Fix

1315 ConvModeAI4 +/-10V Bi 4402 M1KpFEX 13.05

1316 FiltAI4 4403 M1TiFEX 661316 FiltAI4 4403 M1TiFEX 66

14 Digital Outputs 4412 Field Cur Flux 40 40

1401 DO1Index 603  (not used) 4413 Field Cur Flux 70 70

1402 DO1BitNo 0 4414 Field Cur Flux 90 90

1403 DO2Index 801 running 45 Field Converter Settings

1404 DO2BitNo 2 4502 M1PosLimCtrl 57

1405 DO3Index -801 Drive Fault 4518 FieldMinTripDelay 500

1406 DO3BitNo 3 50 Speed Measurement

1407 DO4Index 802 Zero speed 5001 M1SpeedScale 1523

1408 DO4BitNo 11 5002 M1EncMeasMode A+-/B+-

1409 DO5Index 802 torque proof 5003 M1SpeedFbSel encoder

1410 DO5BitNo 8 5004 M1EncPulseNo 300

1411 DO6Index  (not used) 5005 Max Encoder Time 3

1412 DO6BitNo 5006 Speed Filter Time 50

1413 DO7Index  (not used) 51 Fieldbus

1414 DO7BitNo 5104 192

1415 DO8Index 603 Main Ctct On 5105 168

1416 DO8BitNo 7 5106 100

15 Analog Outputs 5107 210

1501 IndexAO1 104 MotSpeed 5108 255

1503 ConvModeAO1 0-10v abs 5109 255

1504 FilterAO1 10 ms 5110 255

1505 ScaleAO1 8600mv 5111 0

1506 IndexAO2 108 Mot Torq 5119 101

1508 ConvModeAO2 +/-10V Bi 5128 0114hex

1509 FilterAO2 10 ms 5129 0114hex

1510 ScaleAO2 6300 mv 5130 0040hex

16 System Control Inputs 5131

1602 Par Lock Locked 5132 0130hex

1603 SysPassCode 5133 0308hex

1604 Local Lock TRUE 97 Measurement

1609 USI select extended 9719 ZeroCurTimeOut 50 ms

20 Limits 98 Option modules

2001 M1SpeedMin -306 at 1.1 m/s 9802 Comm Module Fieldbus

2002 M1SpeedMax 1523 at 5.6 m/s

2003 M1ZeroSpeedLim 25

2005 TorqueMax 125%

2006 TorqueMin -100%

2012 M1CurLimitBrdg1 150%
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December 12, 2016 

Colorado Passenger Tramway Safety Board 
1560 Broadway STE 1350 
Denver, CO 80202-5146 
 
RE: ACCEPTANCE TEST AND ANNUAL LICENSING INSPECTION 
 GRANBY RANCH 
 DECEMBER 5 & 8, 2016 
 
LIFTS: SC-008 

Dear Board Members: 

Enclosed is the Annual Licensing Inspection and Acceptance Test for a new DC motor drive on the Quick 
Draw Express lift (SC-008) at Granby Ranch.  This report is made pursuant to Sections 25-5-712 and 
25-5-715 of the Colorado Revised Statutes (July 1, 2008). 

The Acceptance Test was conducted on December 5, 2016, and the remainder of the Annual Licensing 
Inspection was conducted on December 8, 2016.  I was accompanied by Blaine Fau kner, and Andy 
Birch of Granby Ranch.  I gave a copy of the Preliminary Inspection Report to Blaine Faulkner on 
December 8, 2016. 

The tramways referenced in the attached report have been inspected according to established 
procedures.  Except for the deficiencies noted in the report, I did not observe any unreasonable safety 
hazards, nor any violations of the statute of the May 15, 2016 edition of the Rules and Regulations of the 
Colorado Passenger Tramway Safety Board. 

 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Allen, P.E. 

Tramway Inspector 
HIGHLINE AUTOMATION 
 

 
December 12, 2016 
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SC-008  ( QUICK DRAW EXPRESS ) 
A. Bottom Terminal 
Comment – During the inspection, a flat tire caused a chair to stall which resulted in a chair 
collision while running on the evacuation power unit (anti-collision not active). This lift still has 
many of the original tires which are severely weathered, and should be replaced as soon as 
possible. 
B. Line 
No deficiencies observed by Inspector. 
C. Top Terminal 
Comment – The new motor drive’s proof of torque circuit is not able to maintain static torque or 
forward motion on a start with a loaded lift due to the proprietary nature of the existing control 
system and brake control module. A very slight rol back does occur on all loaded lift starts, and 
should be rectified when the new control system is installed in 2017. 
D. Record Keeping 
1) 3.2.12 – Software Security. 
Develop a Software Security procedure for protection of the motor drive parameters and the new 
PLC interface logic. The procedure should address all the items required by the CPTSB Rules 
and Regulations May 15, 2016 edition for 3.2.12, to protect against unauthorized changes as well 
as a systematic approach to revision control and testing. 
2) 21.3.10 – Submittal of As-Built drawings and additional documents. 
Complete the As-Built drawings for the new motor drive and associated PLC interface and relay 
logic, and submit a copy to the CPTSB. 
E. General Deficiencies 
3) Complete all items on CPTSB Form 25-06 prior to opening to the public. 
 
 
GENERAL COMMENTS 
The previous inspection report has been reviewed. This inspection verifies that all previous deficiencies 
have been corrected. 

 



g:\business and technical\tramway\forms\prior to operation form-06                      CPTSB FORM 25-06 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
During the licensing annual inspection, all of the following items may or may not be in place for the Inspector to 
observe.  For winter operation, it is understood that with early season snow conditions, snow may be 
nonexistent and that you remove many of these items because of vandalism, construction etc., when the lift is 
not being operated for public operation. 
 

IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE OPERATOR TO HAVE ALL OF THESE ITEMS IN PLACE 
PRIOR TO OPERATION OF THE LIFT FOR PUBLIC USE. 

 
X.1.1.5.1 Vertical clearances.  Install appropriate barriers where there is inadequate 

clearance under the lift line. 
 
X.1.1.5.1 Vertical clearances.  Remove temporary closure barriers that do not have adequate 

clearance under the lift. 
 
X.1.1.9  Loading and unloading areas.  Properly prepare the surface at loading and 

unloading areas. 
 
X.1.2.6  Brakes and rollback devices.  Torque test all brakes according to the approved 

torque test procedures. 
 
X.1.2.10.2 Counterweights.  Install appropriate fencing around counterweights to prevent 

unauthorized persons from coming in contact with or passing under 
counterweight. 

 
X.1.5  Provisions for operating personnel.  Supply operating instructions and emergency 

procedures in all operators and attendants stations. 
 
X.2.3.2  Stop Gates.  Where appropriate, properly install all removable stop gate wands or ropes. 
 
Annex F.7 Provisions for operating personnel.  Provide properly certified fire extinguishers  

that are correctly hung in all operator and attendants stations and in the 
machine room. 

 
X.2.13.4 Emergency lighting.  For those lifts that operate at night, verify that the emergency 

lighting is properly installed and is functional. 
 
X.3.1.2  Signs. Post all required signs at loading and unloading areas. 
 
X.3.2.1.5 First aid.  Provide all required first aid equipment, personnel, and supplies prior to public 

operation. 
 
X.3.2.4.1 Control of passengers.  Install appropriate fencing and gates at the loading area for the 

marshaling of passengers. 
 
X.3.3  General (Maintenance).  Complete all tramway maintenance that is defined on the 

maintenance schedule as required prior to public operations. 
 
If these items are not completed upon opening to public operation, they may be considered a 

PREVIOUS DEFICIENCY during the Unannounced Inspection. 

CPTSB ITEMS TO BE 
COMPLETED PRIOR TO OPENING 
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December 12, 2016

Colorado Passenger Tramway Safety Board
1560 Broadway STE 1350
Denver, CO 80202-5146

RE: ACCEPTANCE TEST AND ANNUAL LICENSING INSPECTION
GRANBY RANCH
DECEMBER 5 & 8, 2016

LIFTS: SC-008

Dear Board Members:

Enclosed is the Annual Licensing Inspection and Acceptance Test for a new DC motor drive on the 
Quick Draw Express lift (SC-008) at Granby Ranch.  This report is made pursuant to Sections 25-5-712 
and 25-5-715 of the Colorado Revised Statutes (July 1, 2008).

The Acceptance Test was conducted on December 5, 2016, and the remainder of the Annual 
Licensing Inspection was conducted on December 8, 2016.  I was accompanied by Blaine Faulkner, 
and Andy Birch of Granby Ranch.  I gave a copy of the Preliminary Inspection Report to Blaine 
Faulkner on December 8, 2016.

The tramways referenced in the attached report have been inspected according to established 
procedures.  Except for the deficiencies noted in the report, I did not observe any unreasonable safety 
hazards, nor any violations of the statute of the May 15, 2016 edition of the Rules and Regulations of 
the Colorado Passenger Tramway Safety Board.

Sincerely,
Bruce Allen, P.E.
Tramway Inspector
HIGHLINE AUTOMATION
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SC-008  ( QUICK DRAW EXPRESS )
A. Bottom Terminal
Comment – During the inspection, a flat tire caused a chair to stall which resulted in a chair 
collision while running on the evacuation power unit (anti-collision not active). This lift still has 
many of the original tires which are severely weathered, and should be replaced as soon as 
possible.Problem tire replaced with new and replacing other worn tires soon as possible.
B. Line
No deficiencies observed by Inspector.
C. Top Terminal
Comment – The new motor drive’s proof of torque circuit is not able to maintain static torque or 
forward motion on a start with a loaded lift due to the proprietary nature of the existing control 
system and brake control module. A very slight rollback does occur on all loaded lift starts, and 
should be rectified when the new control system is installed in 2017. Engineer planning new 
controls is aware of this issue and will have it rectified with new system installation.
D. Record Keeping
1) 3.2.12 – Software Security.
Develop a Software Security procedure for protection of the motor drive parameters and the new 
PLC interface logic. The procedure should address all the items required by the CPTSB Rules 
and Regulations May 15, 2016 edition for 3.2.12, to protect against unauthorized changes as well 
as a systematic approach to revision control and testing. Deficiency corrected refer to WO#1214-
5
2) 21.3.10 – Submittal of As-Built drawings and additional documents.
Complete the As-Built drawings for the new motor drive and associated PLC interface and relay 
logic, and submit a copy to the CPTSB. Deficiancy corrected refer to WO# 1214-6
E. General Deficiencies
3) Complete all items on CPTSB Form 25-06 prior to opening to the public.Will complete all 
items prior to opening.Refer to WO#1206-6

GENERAL COMMENTS
The previous inspection report has been reviewed. This inspection verifies that all previous deficiencies 
have been corrected.
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ANSI-2011 B77.1 
 
3.1.2.6 Brakes and rollback devices 
The aerial lift shall have the following friction-type brakes and other devices as specified in table 3-3: 

- service brake (see 3.1.2.6.1); 
- bullwheel brake (see 3.1.2.6.2); 
- rollback device (see 3.1.2.6.3). 

 
All braking systems shall be designed and monitored to ensure that: 
 
b) The service brake shall not open prior to the drive system developing sufficient torque to prevent 
overhauling; 
 
EXCEPTION – For an aerial lift that overhauls only in the reverse direction, a drive train backstop (3.1.2.6.4) may be used in lieu of 
the above. 
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4/14/2017 State.co.us Executive Branch Mail - FW: Granby Ranch Accident 
 

                                                                        Smith - DORA, Lawrence  

 
Granby Ranch Accident 

 
 

From: Marco Aieta  
Sent: Saturday, December 31, 2016 8:45 AM 
To: 'dora_tramwayboard@state.co.us' 
Cc: 'Jennifer Aieta' 
Subject: Granby Ranch Accident 

 
 
 

We own a place at Granby Ranch and were at the ski area the week before the accident.  We raised concerns about the 
lift operation as it was much different than in years past.  I mentioned it to a Granby Ranch official and my wife also 
talked with one of the mechanics that was there to work on the lift.  The intense, hi amplitude swinging and bounce was 
way out of the ordinary and appeared to be a change in operational procedure to speed skier transport.  If you would like 
to discuss further, please contact me.  Both my wife and I are registered engineers in the State of Colorado.  Thanks! 

 
 
 

E. Marco Aieta PHD, PE, BCEE 

Executive Vice President 
 
 

ACE Engineering LLC 
 

2420 Ginny Way 
 

Lafayette, CO 80026 
 
 

Mobile:  303-489-1564 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=64430c6528&view=pt&msg=15b1687f9daba670&search=inbox&siml=15b1687f9daba670 1/1 
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